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I, Frank L. Sapienza, make the following statement:

I am a chemist employed at the Drug Control Section, Office of

Diversion Control, United States Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA).

I received my undergraduate and graduate degrees in chemistry from the

University of Pittsburgh. I received my masters degree in 1972. Prior

to my current position with the Drug Control Section at DEA, I was a

forensic analytical chemist at the United States Army Criminal

Investigation Laboratories in Fort Gordon, Georgia and Frankfurt, Germany

(1970-71), at the Allegheny County Crime Laboratory (1971-72) and at the

DEA Mid-Atlantic Laboratory (1972-78). I have worked in the Drug Control

Sectlon of DEA since 1978.

In my current position with the Drug Control Section, I am responsible

for reviewing and evaluating information relevant to the actual or

potential abuse of substances. I prepare reports on the substances

reviewed which then serve as the basis for recommendations and decisions

concerning the classification and scheduling of substances under the

Controlled Substances Act (CSA). I review information from the world

scientific literature, from sources within DEA as well as from other

Federal, state and local data sources. I have conducted reviews of
Z



narcotic, stimulant, depressant and hallucinogenic substances relative to

both domestic and international scheduling.

Reports from DEA agents that clandestine laboratory operators were

producing an analog of MDA in an effort to circumvent the CSA, forensic

laboratory reports of this substance in the drug traffic, and requests

from state and local officials to examine the possibility of controlling

this MDA analog prompted DEA to initiate a drug review of the substance,

),4-methyienedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA).

After gathering and reviewing the avaiIable data concerning MDMA

I prepared a document entitled "Schedule I Control Recommendation Under

the CSA for ),4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)" in 3anuary, 1984.

(Government document B-2) This document contains an anaIysis of the

factors listed in 21U.S.C. 811(c) relevant to placing MDMA under CSA

control. It also contains an evaluation of the criteria necessary for

placing MDMA into Scheduie I of the CSA. The document was provided to

the Department of HeaIth and Human Services on March ), 1984 for a

scientific and medical evaiuation and scheduiing recommendation for MDMA.

I examined a number of data sources within DEA in conducting my

review of MDMA. STRIDE (System to Retrieve Information from Drug

Evidence), is a system which coIiects, stores, processes and retrieves

laboratory analysis information from drug evidence samples submitted to

DEA Iaboratories. Most of the evidence suhmitted to DEA laboratories is

obtained in the course of criminal investigations. The appearance of a

substance in STRIDE is a good indication that the substance is a part

of the illicit drug traffic. STRIDE data is drug specific and the

substances found are verified by chemicai anaiysis, and thus STRIDE is an

extremeiy reliabIe qualitative measure of the invoivement of a particular
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substance in the illicit drug traffic. Since law enforcement priorities

and the control status of substances play a major role in determining the

nature and the direction of criminal investigations, STRIDE data provides

a somewhat biased view of the quantitative measure of a aubstance's

appearance in the illicit drug traffic. Most of DEA's enforcement

efforts are directed at major distributors of Schedule I and II substances

and not at individuals distributing noncontrolled substances. Furthermore,

if an agent obtains a purported controlled substance (MDA) which upon

chemical analysis is found to be a noncontrolled substance (MOMA), the

investigation will usually be terminated. Thus, noncontrolled substances

such as MDMA are underreported in STRIDE.

Another DEA source of information is the clandestine laboratory

report which describes either operating or potential laboratories having

the necessary chemicals and equipment to produce a controlled substance.

Ocassionally, criminal investigators will find a clandestine laboratory

suspected of producing a controlled substance but the analysis of

materials obtained from the laboratory, indicate that a noncontrolled

substance is being produced. -Investigators may terminate surveillance

of clandestine laboratories once it is determined that only noncontrolled

substances are being produced. Clandestine laboratories producing only

noncontrolled substances are sometimes seized if the agents believe that

controlled substances are being manufactured. This explains why DEA has

seized laboratories making MDMA. Other DEA data sources include

investigative case files which describe the circumstances surrounding the

submission of drug evidence to DEA laboratories, intelligence reports



concerning the appearance of new drugs on the illicit market and their

trafficking and abuse patterns, and general information contained in DEA

files regarding the substance in question.

Non-federal forensic laboratories will sometimes voluntarily report

unusual drug exhibits or new drugs of abuse to DEA. Additionally DEA

queried some of these laboratories in an attempt to determine if MDMA is

encountered in the drug traffic. As with STRIDE, this data is highly

reliable as a qualitative indicator of the street availability of a

substance. Many forensic laboratories do not identify or report

noncontrolled substances, therefore, noncontrolled substances are

underreported by these laboratories.

The Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN) provides information on the

abuse of substances through the collection of data on the number of

emergency room visits and deaths associated with a substance. DAWN

emergency room data is not verified by chemical analysis and thus in the

case of illicit preparations, may not be an accurate indicator of the

number or nature of emergency room visits actually associated with a

substance. MDMA is trafficked on the street as MDA, MMDA, ADAM, etc. and

it is likely that some DAWN mentions attributed to these and other

substances may be due to MDMA.

My review of the scientific and medical literature and the above

data sources as well as others provides the following description of

MDMA:
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MDMA is the N-methyl analog of MDA and it is in the chemical class

of compounds known as ring-substituted phenylalkylamines. MDMA differs

from MDA structurally in the same way that methamphetamine differs from

amphetamine, by the addition of an N-methyl group. Other ring-substituted

phenylalkylamines include the substances, 3,4,5-trimethoxyamphetamine

(TMA), 4-methyl-2,5-dimethoxyamphetamine (STP), 4-bromo-2,5-dimethoxy-

amphetamine (DOB), para-methoxyamphetamine (PMA) and 3-methoxy-4,5-

methylenedioxyamphetamine (MNDA). All of these substances have a high

potential for abuse, no accepted medical use and are classified as

hallucinogens in Schedule I of the CSA.

The scientific literature shows that the pharmacological profiles of

MDMA and MDA in animals are similar. Both of these substances and

mescaline produce the same signs related to motor, autonomic and central

nervous system function in the unanesthesized dog and monkey. MDMA and

MDA produce analgesia in mice using stretch, hot-plate and tail-flick

tests. Increased motor activity in mice was observed after

administration of both MDA and MDMA. In humans the effects of MDMA were

reported to be similar to those of marihuana, psilocybin and MDA. At low

doses both MDA and MDMA produce a change in consciousness without

hallucinations, increases in tactile, visual and acoustic sensory

perceptions, a decrease in tension and a mood lightening effect.

Physical symptoms reported were jaw clenching, mydriasis, pulse

acceleration and anxiety produced nausea.

My review of the scientific literature failed to identify any

references to studies concerning the therapeutic utility of MONA. A
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check with the Food and Drug Administration revealed that there are no

.... investigational new drug applications or approvals for MOMA. There is

also no indication from the chemical literature and chemical manufacturing

sources that there is a commercial manufacturer of MDMA.

My review shows that MDMA has been encountered with increasing

frequency in the illicit drug traffic since 1970. DEA laboratories

analyzed over 60,000 dosage units of MDMA in )4 exhibits from 12 states

between 1972 and 198). MDMA exhibits were found in California, IIiinois,

Washington, D.C., Coiorado, Tennessee, Fiorida, New York, Pennsyivania,

Alabama, Louisiana, North Carolina and Oregon. Non-federaI forensic

laboratories have reported the analysis of at least 41MDMA evidence

samples to DEA since 1978. The states reporting MDMA submissions were

Oregon, Texas, Virginia, California, North Carolina, New York, MaryIand

and Tennessee. MDMA is trafficked as MDA, Ecstasy, XTC, ADAM, MDM or

MDMA. Laboratory submissions range from I dosage unit to over 2 kilogram

samples in capsuies and powders. Investigative case files show that MDMA

has been distributed by individuaIs aIso distributing controlIed

substances inciuding cocaine, marihuana, MDA, methamphetamine and PCP.

MDMA is produced in cIandestine iaboratories by procedures anaIogous

to those used to produce MDA, amphetamine and methamphetamine. The 2

synthetic routes used to produce MDA or MDMA yieId the racemic mixture.

In those samples of MDA and MDMA for which opticai isomerism was

determined by DEA iaboratories, the racemic forms were found in each

instance. MDMA can be synthesized from readiIy availabIe substances by

individuais with minimai chemical education or training.
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DEA has encountered 3 functioning MDMA laboratories and 1

non-operational laboratory with the chemicals necessary to produce MDMA.

These laboratories were located in Tennessee, California, Georgia and

Florida and were capable of producing kilogram quantities of MDMA on a

routine basis. Additional MDMA laboratories have been identified by DEA

agents but not investigated due to the noncontrolled status of MDMA.

Both DEA laboratories and PharmChem Laboratories indicate the presence of

inpurities in many of the MDMA samples analyzed. Information from

clandestine laboratory investigators indicates that MDMA is being

produced in an effort to produce a substance with MDA-like effects but

not controlled under the CSA. PharmChem Laboratories, an anonymous

testing laboratory in California has consistently reported submissions

of MDNA since at least 1976. They group MDA and MDMA together and

consider both to be drugs of abuse.

My review showed that MDMA has been associated with medical

emergencies as evidenced by the 8 DAWN emergency room episodes between

3anuary I, 1977 and April I, 1981. The reports were from California,

Illinois and Massachusetts. A death associated with the use of MDMA was

reported in DAWN from Seattle, Washington in 1979. Since DAWN data is

not routinely chemically verified and since MDA and MDMA may be used

interchangeably, it is likely that some DAWN emergency room mentions

attributed to MDA as well as other substances may in fact be due to MDMA.

The toxicology reports listed MDA in these cases; MDMA was incorrectly

reported on the DAWN forms.
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Police reports of individuals who have used a substance identified by

laboratory analysis as MDMA show that these individuals exhibited

intoxication and paranoid behavior after MDMA use.

Since completing my review of MOMA I have continued to collect

information relative to the abuse of MDMA. Since 1984 DEA laboratories

have analyzed an additional 7 exhibits of MDMA from Texas and California;

4 of the exhibits were obtained since 3anuary, 1985. MOMA is now

available in tablet form as evidenced by submissions from both Texas and

California. The tablets appear to be clandestinely produced, contain

110 mg of racemic MDMA and are sold as Ecstasy. The price of the tablets

in Texas is $20 per dosage unit. In September, 1983, a clandestine

laboratory with sufficient material to make over I kilogram of MDMA was

seized by DEA. Forensic laboratories in Texas, Massachusetts, Oregon

and California report analyzing samples containing MOMA. One of the MDMA

exhibits from Texas was submitted to the 3efferson County Crime

Laboratory by a newspaper reporter who obtained the tablet of MDMA at a

party set up to promote Che use and distribution of "Ecstasy." Another

exhibit was submitted to the Los Angeles Police Department Laboratory

by a physician who stated that MDMA was readily available in Los Angeles

and abuse among young people was prevalent.

Individuals promoting the distribution and street use of Ecstasy are

circulating pamphlets and flyers describing MDMA, how to experience it

most effectively and how to compensate for difficult experiences with

MDMA. These pamphlets are attached as Exhibits I through 5. The

The material makes no mention of the use of MDMA in a medically

supervised environment. It warns of "very difficult trips," "negative

reactions," "a narrow effective dosage doorway ....
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If too much is taken, it becomes toxic," "headaches cramps and

acute fatigue if repeated too frequently," "great care must be taken in

swallowing solid food since there is a minimum amount of anesthesia

present." Ecstasy is described as "the ultimate high," "a good trip," "a

powerful, pleasurable and peaceful experience but it's also quite

demanding," "a two day trip," and a substance that "the government hasn't

made illegal yet."

Published descriptions of the effects of MDA on humans by users and

researchers parallel those claimed by the pamphlets and circulars

promoting MDMA. (Attached as Exhibit 6) The April, 1985 issue of

"High Times" in a report on MDA prepared by David Smith, M.D. and

Rick Seymour of the Haight-Ashbury Free Medical Clinic states that

"Some researchers (Grinspoon and Bakalar) have concluded that MDA

produces feelings of aesthetic delight, empathy, serenity, joy, insight,
I

and self-awareness, without perceptual changes, loss of control or

depersonalization; and seems to eliminate anxiety and defensiveness."

(Attached as Exhibit ?) The same issue of High Times magazine, lists the-

prices for MDMA in Austin, Texas and Boulder, Colorado (Attached as

Exhibit 8) while the 3anuary and February, 1985 issues of High Times list

the prices of MDMA on the United States national market. (Government

document B-11) Other substances with price quotes in High Times include

marihuana, LSD, cocaine, psilocyben mushrooms, and hashish.

Toxicology Testing Service, an anonymous testing laboratory located

in Miami, Florida reported 19 submissions of MDMA since April, 1984; 12

of these since October, 1984. Submissions were from Florida, New Yo_<,

California, Texas, Oregon, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Washington, D.C.

°-
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MDMA was submitted in powder, capsule and tablet form as MDMA, MDA, MDM,

Ecstasy, ADAM, XTC, cocaine and Essence. Prices quoted were $7D/gram in

New York, $85/gram in California, and $10-$20 per dosage unit in

New Hampshire. The submission of Essence from the Bronx, New York

contained MDMA and PCP. PharmChem Laboratories reported 20 submissions

of MDMA between May, 198) and May, 1984 when it discontinued

its anonymous testing service. The MDMA samples were from Washingtonp

California, New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Texas, New England and

Vancouver, Canada. MDMA was submitted in capsule and powder form as MDA,

MDM, MDMA, ADAM, Essence, Ecstasy, Psychedelic, and Alkaloid-based

neurotransmitter.

The World Health Organization (WHD) has collected information

relevant to the international scheduling of 28 phenethylamines, including

MDMA. I prepared the DEA portion of the U.S. Government submission to

the WHO concerning these substances and assisted in reviewing the document

entitled "Critical Review of Information on 28 Uncontrolled Phenethylamines."

Government document 8-5) None of the countries submitting information

reported that MDMA had an accepted medical therapeutic usefulness or any

registered production, consumption and international trade. Canada

reported that MDMA has been in Schedule H of the Food and Drugs Act since

3une, 1976 along with MDA, LSD and other hallucinogens. MOMA was placed

under control after it appeared in the illicit drug traffic and a

clandestine laboratory was found in Ontario. The Canadian government

reported encounters with MDMA in 198) and clandestine laboratories were

seized in 1980 and 198).
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Information from the Federal Criminal Investigation Office (BKA)

shows that there is no known legal use of MDMA in the Federal Republic of

Germany, that there is no licit production of MDMA and that MDMA is not

controlied under the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany. The BKA

reports further indicate that local poiice laboratories have encountered

MDMA in the iIlicit drug traffic. In April, 1984, capsules containing

a white powder alieged to be stronger than cocaine were being sold for

$20-$50 per capsule in the Baden-Wurttenburg area. Laboratory analysis

determined that the substance was MDMA. Encounters with MDMA were also

reported in the areas of Hessen, Rheiniand-Pfaiz and Hamburg.

Scientific Iiterature pubIished since my initiaI review shows that

racemic MDA and MDMA have common discriminative stimulus effects in rats.

(Government's Document A-6). Another publication reports that the acute

lethai doses of MDA and MDMA in mice were simiIar; that both substances

show increased iethaiity after aggregation, that both substances showed

early signs of increased motility, foilowed by excitatory signs that

progressed to convulsions during toxicity determinations (Government

Document B-5). No literature was found describing any studies relative

to the clinicaI utility of MDMA.

In concIusion, the information which I have coliected, reviewed and

evaluated along with the scientific and medical evaIuation of the data

by the Department of Health and Human Services show that MDMA has a high

potentiaI for abuse based on its chemicaI and pharmacoIogicaI similarity

to MDA, its self-administration without medical supervision, its

clandestine synthesis and its distribution in the illicit drug

traffic.
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MOMA has no currently accepted medical use in treatmenl in the

United States since there are no approved new drug applications or

exemptions for MDMA as determined by the Food and Drug Administration.

Accepted safety for use of MOMA under medical supervision has not been

established since MDMA has no accepted medical use in treatment and has

not been evaiuated for safety by the Food and Drug Administration. Thus

MDMA satisfies the criteria for Scheduie I control under the CSA.

!decIare under penaIty of perjury that the foregoing statement is

true and correct. Executed on April 25, 1985 at Washington, D.C.

i Frank L; Sa_jlenzaU
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EXHIBIT 1



- Evthing looks wonderfulwhen you're youngand on drugs.- /

.. . ,4_ "
n the decades _ LSD was synthesized, a numbsn"of "Ecstasy a a powerful, plcLs'urable and peaceful once;

- . •

,." so.mustshavetriedtof'qlurcoutwhy suchminutequan- butit'salsoquitedemanding.Ifyou takeittoooften,you use

titlesof lyscrgic,a_d couldhavesucha profoundeffect "sptheempathyncuro=trs._m!tt_thatyou naturallyproduce._.
on thehuaxtunervoussystan._ researcheshaveled, and you g_ kindoftiredand m-ung out.You acttiredfrom _'-,.

in the case _ of one piosseer "drug dcsipcr," Alexander beins that :pen. Ecstasy o,_cc every two or three weeks is plen. "
Shtdgi_ to s_czssful attempts to isol_e the psychedelic e0t- ty. In my opinion, it's rudly a two-day trip. The first day is

_. ,.___ periencc'_al]y. CoocentrRt,ne.themescalinemo_cule, reallytheec=taticempathy-sharingthatyou havewithanothc/-

Sh.ulginhasbeenab_ toisohuethemimeticncuro-tranmfittcrperson.The nextday isforl_,,%nginsout and rcla.x/ng,sharing
,.that t,nhtz1ca colors, _Id o_ that enhances sounds, withyour friend some oftheknsightsyou've hid. If you takeit

Using Shulgin's r_,earch, a group of underground _ts t'one, and there's nobody there to cmpathJzewith, it c=m bca::
have _om¢ up with• new drug called Ecstasy, a drugmi]or- real loncl7 drug.

made to stimulate the message-signal of empathy in the human "I find it best to take Ecst,_s'yon an empty stomach, with no

ne_'ou.s system. Sevend WEThmds took it roccntly, strict._ in other drugs in your system. If you have a lot to drink, it will
the interests of sc/cnfific research, and as one reported: "This make you sick to your sto_h. Food will break it down an-J

,_ girland Isatthereforaboutanhour_md ahal_"sayingtt_each diminish the effect. 1 wouldn't s'non it either, be_aus; it t_t_O'-l_r'.Arcyou gettinJ off?. Are you really r_oned?' Then F_'udly, awfid. My wife and I like to take it ons Sunday morning when

we said, 'Puck it. L.et's &o for a walk.' And we h_this in- we wake up, if it's a "decday with nothing pressing. Then the.credibk four or five hour walk -- total joy and cl_ity and next day wc have a quiet, pc:a_ful rcintegration.

,_ pleasure:We'rew_k_.ngdown HollywoodBouL-vard.People "Why "_dwe ".allitF.csz_:,ratherthanEmpathy? Well,
arcsmilingatus,flowc:vendorsaregivingusflowers,The sun let'sface_tecst_:ysellsbctt=rthanempathy.One c;fthebest

isshirtinghappilydown. And shesayssuddenly,'Youknov, marketing¢mcc_:_sistopresc_.',itasa ueaphrodisiac,w'ich

l'mrc_.lyinecstasyi'" itis.Becau._¢a trueaphrodi.acalstimulationc,ctweentwoIntriguedby the r_ul_s,wc wont to visitth_ peoplewho arefondofc'..,-hotherisbcingfondofeachother,

distributorforEcstasy,a mild-mannered,baldin,_ Alotofpeoplewho'veusedt,_isdrugforason ofsleazyseduc-
in his ]ate thirt/es with a now wife and a tiny baby i, tion trip when they really didn't c.arefor the other person at all

i tableWest Hollywoodapartment,and we asked t, havehad veryunpleasante_periences.They gots_.cktotheir

pre_ely, was going on. This was his reply . . . stomachs, confused, and p_."_oid; because the dru_ shows
what's there, and if what's th.-re to begin with i', nasty, well ....

"I'"_ he actual chemical is a secret, for obvious reasons. "We firg st_.ned distdb_::.ing Ecstasy fiv_ years ago, but
"-" . So far as I know, the government hasn't made thre_ years ago a couple of chemists who were making it gotJ

_" _.." Ecstasyillegal yet; agroup of.chemicals which the strungout on it and theygot frightened _.ndchanged the for-
but it's in

governmentwouldrathernotseearound,sothere'sno.p=_en; mula,whichcompletelyrui--.edthebu:inc_s.|tcostus pro-
protection,AllIcansayisthatIvIDM,acousintoMDA, isthe bablya quaxterofa milliondoRarsinprofitsassdscrewedup

c!osestmolocule to it. everythingfor a year and a i-.adf.But for the la_: year they've
"There's a chemical message-signalfor every thought and manufactured the original chemical and refined it even more,

emotion that you ever had in your life. That's how it works, so that in somerespectsit's even better than the original. Bttt
• that's the mechanicsfor the experienceof what we call life. It it's taken a long time to baild up the distribution network:

_'" might sound cold-blooded and mechanistic, but as far asI'm again. Mo_,eyhasgottentigI'.'er and a lot of old customers ar_
; " concerned,that'show God doesitinthephysicalworld.As I free-basingand doingmere =.ok;.Rightnow more people_r_

see it, empathy is an emotional tuning to another nervous interested i_ egoism tha._ in empathy, and coke is ti_,_ide._l
system,and this chemical triggers it. neuro-tr_ns.'nitter for that. Peopleare a lot more selfish than

"The only trouble with LSD is, as far as I'm concerned, that they were five years ago. h's b_ome a tougher world, so peo-
y_u get blaste_ past things so fast that it's hard to remember pie have go:ten a lot tougher too.
what happened on your trip, to reflect on things the next day, "There's been a drug __._lturefor fifteen years and peep!." are

.,.. LSD I::asts you past the human sphere. I mean, let God take very blase, and they're u.,='d :o doing lots of drugs all the time.
•" c"re of the recta-cosmic. I want to be a good human. ThaCs Unfortun.',u:ly, the7 lose the l:>erspective, ,.he significance of

.-"" "vhat I'm interested in -- it's perfect for people who want to these expe_ences -- the v_:.- that these experiences can ac-
develop their human relational capacity. It's a domestic tually h-',vein their lives. In the world today, it seems like you
.nsychcdelic. • have to be hit by a Mack Truck to say ahhhhh ..... " @
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USING Xm:

# __

" "From what _u said, _ mostly did co_ly ex._t %_ mmst

" important pa._, _,5/ch is the _solu_e ne_sli_-y of sha___n_._he sa_ se.__tng

and sFace with an_m_r perso_._--one _u are f_nd of.
• l

_nis is not a "mind alt._r/_ng"trip. _ is an _nhan_-_-__nt of tlne_tace_ !e

mattes Ln a _%___ng and receiv__ng w_y. It _ not blc_ _u_ mind _ut of y._u_

body or isolate y_ur hod%, _ your n__nd or =can=el _ _--- __ -_ o-__r.

The operative words are em-_athy, g=_ntl_ne_ss, _ j_." -_ life, b_%," and

mind. if you _ant t_ _ only _n yo,_e__:, _his is n=-_ _e w_y t= go.

I. Be_ in a pl_nt setting.

2. Rest _.

3. No food, drugs or alcohol in y_ur syst_n.

4. A cr-T_ nion you care abcu_ (wife/._,_nd, lover, friend).

5. Lngest t_he en_ re amc_mt you plan to t_ke at cr_ t/me. If you %_nt

it to ,__,.__n a little faster, dissolve it in zbc_c i/4 glass of

beer (t_hebitterness of beer helps to .-ask the hi_-t=r taste of _-C)
rand drink it d_n.

6. Yc_ _II feel a g_-n_!e warm_-h floc£___'ngy_ar bo___ and your _d be-.

coming meaceb_]y alert. _ere is no rus -h_ng or "._-tling ___,_rd

This is _app.iness. Security. Peace. Free_-/mm. Y_ar body feeling

life, kissing in your veins. Your mind agile. No nuclear explosions,

but a bl_ sensuality. Each sense _ancin._ _he others. A big

smile, the easing of tersio_ in mind, body and s_al!

7. After _n ,hour or so to get used to t_e s=__ati_-: _u ,might_ , ',=,t.--up

go for a we-Lk end enjey _e su__oundknq.s--er_u =±=-.hifind y_urse_
perfectly contented to sLT_.ly _njoy being w__re l_u are.

8. You %_]_ e_xDerien.ce,a certa/_n __assitude _h_._n=_xt day. _ _-ref___=_ to

corsider t_/s e.n after-glcw _nd like to take the _ to bask in one

e.nother's om_ _ny and discuss _d_e _xp=_rie.nce of _ne previous day.

However, everycne does r_t al_ys have the luxtEy of times a_mi_a_le

and s_metimes we _ simply relate to t_his !assitu__e as tiredness.

TPe fol!owdmg ccEbinatio:;s of ,ritarins (a_ilable from most any ,health
food st=re) will dispell t._e t/rednes_ and re-invigorate ycu ::_-;=st

-immediately.

M_X AND LNc___T__S C_4B--_ATICN

SEPAP_qTT.Y IN _{=LTER

A. I. L-;hen:_-!a!a._-dr_
2. Vi+__./_nB6

3. Vi___=m_nC =cwder

B. i. cole _--nc/-_!c-__de

2. Vite__i_nB5

=. _ = re--_-er=ize:. "- ".'_.= i-_ve dis_.-er_d d-_t _-_ c__le!n c_!cride also he!zs :o .

.......... • . ,.7 t'-'<in_it before -=-:-:-- f r __-l._= :f

r__L---__bef-r__= ---'.-___-._-:-_=_=:_C/Cas well as the 5_v. -_/_er
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' , i

" " Ecstasy• _" "' '"" "._,. ' .'' ;'. "_':' :"" _or, ,,,,,.j;..I

"I"," " -' ,V :-') " ".._: " ,i. _'d " _ :':" .', .'.,"" .: '=
"? - :* ",:'" ' . ", .'--" ",'_,:""'_I/'_ I......,'..:",. "."," ", 21St CENTURY•.,.,,..,..:..,,: .:..;:y:,_'..:...

:'::' ....." :' ":;",I ENTHEOGEN.:..::':.'. . ,.. :.
'.%,.' :: ,. :. ,_.,,.,' ,'_
..'-.'_ ".... I:::::___,"

•i ,

"'_" ENTHEOGEN:n. (Gr. en wilhin & Iheos God & gen
,•.; °. becoming.) Any substance (systhesized or natural)

,[, ": whose ingestion creates in Ihe laker experience of
"'_ God, ultimate reality, the ground of Being, Absolute

truth, or at-one-merit.

You have a longing to forsake this world and its

reality and to penetrate to a reality more native to
you, to a world beyond time. You know, of course,
where this other world lies hidden.

It is the world of your own soul thai you seek. Only

within yourself exists that other reality for which you

long• I can give you nothing that has not already its

being within yourself• I can throw open to you no pic-

., ,. ,..f, ture gallery but your own soul• All I can give you is
:"}.i ;..'i._,'!.] the opportunity, the impulse, the key. I can help you

':" ;"-;'_: ":_' ,.. to make your own world visible. That is all.

:,,.!
'_i Herman Hesse

.,.._, .-.:..<_,.. . , ,, ; _1 Steppenwolf
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WHAT IS ECSTASY storfiach is typically a good dosage. 100-150 milligrams is a good

dosage range. If there is food in your stomach, the drug doesn't
, The chemical name of Ecstasy is "methylenedioxymetham-

come on. If Ioo much is take., or if the experience is repeated too
: phetanli.c." It is also known as ADAM, MI)MA, XTC, and in one

J slale, "M &M," irequeJ)ily, headache.,.;, oamps and aculc J;Hlgtle aflt'J wiJlds illay
; ,, rt'SUJl.II is a good idea to wail ill Ica',l a wcck I)ctwccn Iril)s, 90°/0 of

the trip is over within four hours. The last 10% lakes a full day to
I First, it should be noted thai although the name,

pleasantly recede. Make a point to drink plenty of water during
"Me|hylenedioxymelhamphetamine," ends with words familiar to

your trip. This helps your body to heal itself by flushing oul your
many who have no chemical background, "methamphetantine,"

tissues.
this fact in no way implies any similarity in action to the drug which

is known as methamphetamine or tile drug known as amphetamine. If you take the suggested dosage of l']cstasy, we fouqd thai it is

totally water soluble, and within any two hour period of having in-
XTC is a non-hallucinogenic compound, except in high doses,

gested it, there were no remains Ihat could be traced in the blood or
i

which can induce a state of profound affinity by opening up the the urine from laboratory tests.
central nervous system at the heart chakra. The heart circuit is the

chakra through which we express unconditional love, forgiveness,

and intra-personal understanding. When this circuit is opened, peo- WHAT CAN BE EXPECTED

pie are able to express and feel love free of expectations and condi- In almost all cases of having witnessed peoples first experience

lions, and to experience acceptance of their role in the human with Ecstasy, there are two things that come out. One is that it is

drama, the mostbeautifulexperiencetheyhaveeverhad; and the other,

Ecstasy brings about a condition of peacefulness, an ability to that they would like to share this experience with certain people,

feel trust, a lowering of psychological barriers, and often an ex- and they will usually name off three or four of their closest friends

traordinary increase in insight, and one or two relatives.

Because Ecstasy is an MDA-like compound, it comes from the Another very common experience is a type of age regression

volitile oils found in a small number of plants; namely,nutmeg, where they will remember some very beautiful positive aspects of

mace, saffron, calamis, crocus, parsley and sassafras. The aminiza- their childhood or recent past, and talk freely of them.
lion (conversion to amine form), of these plant oils heightens and

clarifies the mental effects and all but eliminates the physical side Typically, XTC brings up unexpressed emotions. If an individual

effects that often accompany the use of botannicals, has a reservoir of unexpressed negative emotions, these feelings will
come up first. These emotions (sadness, anger, jealousy, etc.) if left

unexpTessed, create a state of dis-ease which will manifest disease

HOW SHOULD ECSTASY BE TAKEN over the long run. These emotions are meant to be expressed. Sur-

XTC has a narrow effective dosage doorway. The correct dosage render. Feel Them. Release your dis-ease. After any expressed

is therefore important and does vary slightly between different peo- negative emotions are released, unexpressed positive emotions

pie. 125 milligrams (1[8 of a gram) ingested orally on an empty follow.
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t

_ XTC provides ;in exl)elulei|lial dclnonslralion of the power of women should absolult.ly not use XTC. We feel Ihal no drugs, ex-

Ihe unconditional acceptance Io heal Ihe human spiril arid Ihe cepl Ihose prescribed by the woman's physician, should be laken
J human body. This is the way in which the human organism was during these limes.
l designed to operate.

l During the session, liquids (fruit juices, tea, coffee etc.) shouldFeel this, Learn this, and Remember this always. 1 be available, and clients should be encouraged to drink, in order to
You will have no after affects such as a hangover type of feeling, ] avoid any dehydration.

or a buzzin yourheadthenexl day.In facl Ihe day afterEcslasy is

perhaps even more pleasant than the actual experience because you During and immediately after an XTC session, great care must

feel like your floating like a butterfly the whole day, and yet your be taken in swallowing solid food, since there is a minimum

very much in tune with what yot,r doing, and the work thai you're amounl of anaesthesia present, and Ihe usual reflexes might be

doing that day compared to your average workday world, because altered in such a way its to allow sodden choking on food whicl, is

you are more in tune with your body, mind and senses, carelessly chewed or swallowed Ioo fast. ,

PREPARATION FOR THE TRIP Stomach upset is unusual with XTC. When and if it happens,

You should go into your first Ecslasysharing with the underslan- and especially if there is vomiting, psychologicalcausesshould be

ding that your going to have a beautiful, relaxed experience, thai looked for. Usually, in suchcases,the insight inlo the causeof the

your heart is going to open totally to feelingsof love, that you will trouble arrives with, or just after, the vomiting or nausea. It might

not have any anxiety reactions, that you will alter your con- safely be said that almost all physical problems manifesting after
sciousness in such a way that when the experience is over you will the first 45 minutes, in a healthy person, are liable to be

take something from the experience that will enrich your life, and psychological in origin.
that you can expect to have virtually no physical sensations that will

in any way impair you to make you feel uncomfortable.

FOR SAFE USE OF ECSTASY

No alcohol should be used during an XTC session, although Now, as to the question of how often one can safely take XTC,some people find a glass of wine useful after baseline has been
our answer is based on personal experience and on the experienceregained, as a means of calming the slightly "wired" effect occa-

sionally experienced, of a few other people. On the physical level, it is possible to take
XTC as often as every two to three days without physical danger, as

CAUTION far as we have been able to see. However, the experience of two
veteran researchers leads to the conclusion that, if XTC is taken as

We feel thai, until further research has been done, it would be often as every two or three days, the effect tends to flatten out.
wise for certain people to avoid the use of XTC. These include ] There appears to be a need to assimilate the experience, on all levels

diabetics or hypoglycemics (too little is known about the effects of of the psyche, and if there has not been sufficient time to do so, the

XTC on blood-sugar levels), and people who have experienced con- next experience will be diluted in effect, and felt to be less satisfac-

vulsive episodes after early childhood. Pregnant or lactating tory than the previous one.



A Iheory aboul Ihis is Ihe facl Ihal peol,h.' ;ire ril_hi-sidc'd and Your plly_ical molor ftmclitHIs ale w.,fy ct,oidht_lled. Thole is

left-sided in their brains activities. The right sideof the brain hasto nothing you cannot do on Ecstasy thai would prevent you from

do with analytical lype of IhoughI. In this counlry we have been carrying on your normal activities. As a mailer of facl, you are bet-

raised to use Ihe lefl side of our brain only. tee coordinated. You are belier able to dance or move efforllessly

t IhroughouI any motor activity you may desire.

t Only a few arlisls are able to excape and wander into the right
side of Iheir brain during their crealive periods. What Ecstasy ac- If you do nol tell your aquaintancesIhal you are having an ex-

lually does Io the nerve synapsesin the back of Ihe brain, is close perience wilh Ecstasy, Ihere is no way they can tell thai you are

off Ihc channelIo lhe lefl imillyiit:al_ideof our br_in, iind 1011lily under Ill_ itlfltlence of _nylhing from your _p.peariinct', il,,_li0n_or

open the circuits Io the iniuilive, crealive side of our brain, manner of talking.

FOR THE RECORD

THE FINAL EFFECTS It is pos.,,iblc for people to have very dilficuh I.rips till X'|(',

II i_,such a wonderful experience to be Ihel¢ finally, Ihal il af- ahhongh this occulreuce is rare. Individuals nlosl likely to iciicl ill

feels an immediate transformation. The same effecl is experienced this fashion are people with strongly suppressed negative emotions

when you have meditated for years, learning how to shul off the who act as if the aren't hurting when they are hurting badly. People

thinking, analytical side of the brain, with rigid personalities and belief systems can also have difficulties

when their operational foundalions dissolve.

You are in a pure space of non-thinking, and you are feeling only

what actually is at the present moment. This the Nirvana that all XTC is a tool for reaching out and Iouching others in soul and

Saints and Masters talk about. However, at the end of the ex- spirit. If responsibly used, strong bonds of unity and love can be

perience, the right side closes down, the left side opens back up forged that strengthen everyone involved.

again, and we're back to normal, but with one difference.

Neither Ecstasy itself, nor any of its components are on the con-

We saw a door open and how it could be. We know its possible to trolled substance list of the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA).

get ther naturally. That's what Ecstasy is all about-learning how Io Ecstasy was developed after the vast sweeping legislation thai plac-

get Io the state of euphoria in a natural way without any chemical ed every substance on Ihe controlled substance list thai was known

agents or aids. at the time.

The physical effects are virtually minimal. There is sometimes a

warm feeling you have in your chest in the very beginning. This is

usually only on your first experience, because there might be a

slight resistance to taking an unknown substance, and thai

resistance converts itself into a form of heat in the chest. Its not un-

comfortable, but you may notice it.
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,
HOW TO PREPARE FOR AN ECSTASY'EXPERIENCE _-_

I. } JuSt in ___se you may have a _ deficiency, you should take
a _ supplement of some kind prior to taking ECSTASY. You
should take calcium w_th a meal ( I w_ b_akfa_t & I w_ l_nch)
but not on an _mpty stomach.

2. ) A6out an ho_r prior to taking ECSTASY you might want to prepare
a snack tray of some sort. Example: Che_e _ Crackers or fr_h
fruit. Whatever you prepare, make sure it _ something very soft
and someYJ_Lngthat you really like, also, be sure to c_t _t up
into small bite-size pieces. (You _ not want anyt_ to eat
until after you sta_ coming down, but cain should be taken
in chewing food very good and swallo_ very caters. You will
be amazed at how good food tastes).

3. ) Things you _ want to have on hand: A) _Sal: anti-acid table_s
(like Rolaids or Turns, but better, and t_te good). B) Pepper-
mint- (Just in case of an upset stomach, chew up 2 LoSal and suck
on a small piece of Pepp_mi_). C) A bottle of Wine (of your
preferance) nothing bubbly or _onated. (Just in case someone
cannot relax or starts to feel up-tig_ or nervous, pour them a
small glass. O_y for such reasons me--ned above, should anyone
drink the wine. (Alcohol and D_gs will l_ssen the effect of ECSTASV).
D) A couple of wet cool wash cloths: (if someone st_ feeling
warm, it i_ v_y pleasa_ to 'wipe the face, or the neck, or chest,
back or arms). E) A couple of Blankets and lot_ of Pillows: (almost
everyone goes through a s_age where they feel cold or chilled, just
bundle up in a blanket or cudd_ with a pillow. The plows are nice
to lay around on _o.

4. ) Do _t eat anything _ least 3 to 4 hou_ prior to tak_ ECSTASY.
Do not do any kind of drugs or alcohol at least 8 hour_ _(euen bett_
24 hour_) Prior to t_ ECSTASY.

5. ) Light some incense and candle_ if you want and turn on some v_r V soft
(elevator) music. (It _ very important t_ the music i_ soft and
_w (in the beginning) to _eaCe a very relaxed and mellow atmosphere,
You mig_ even wa_ to unplug the telep_ne_. }

6.) Fill an ice bucket, have a _ge picture of wat_ and encug_ gl_s_s
for ev_yone. Keep th_ in _e same roo_ u'_h Vou (not cu_ of ¢Ec
way).

7. ) Take out enough ECSTASY for everyone to h_ue I.

Continued
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8.) Make ev_yone come together and sit in a circe or group. Do not
let anyone sit off by theirself at first. _ke _ach person feel
like you rely want them there, to expe_ience one of the greater
things you've ever done. It is easy, when you alrea_ know just
how wonderful they are going to feel in 30 minut_ to an ho_r and
especially easy becaube they are your friends. (You have to set
the rul_. If they don't wa_ to be p_ of the group, then they
don't really want to have a wonderful ECSTASY expe_ience).

9. ) For faster results, crush each ECSTASY p_ up separately and pu_
in a spoon. Or, you can ch_w i_ up (W_ning" It taste terrible).
If the taste is unbearable, eat a very sma_ piece of PeppY.

I0.) Ref_ everyones glass.

11.) Now the Wait: Sit a_und and talk abo_ what you might expect,
or what you want to expect, or read the ECSTASY bookl_ out loud
so everyone knows what it is all about. If you li_e, you could
make yo_ snack tray now, to ki_ the t_e. (You could do steps
2 through 6 now, if you wanted) You _ be amazed at how quickly
the time goes by. It is v_ry _mmon for someone experiencing
ECSTASY for the first time to say (or at least think) "When _ it
going to Hit me?" First of all, it isn't going _o Hit you. It
w_ come-on very gradHn_ and smooth. Secondly, the effect it has on
you depends on your state-of-_nd. You _an make it come-on by just
laying back, closing yo_ eyes and b_ing q_iet. Howev_, you can
sh_ it off instantly. Example: the phone _gs or someone knocks
on the door, you become straight, autocratically. Always keep every
one in sight or at least know what slate-of-mind they are in. If
they are off by thems_If, in another _wom, check on them. They may
need someone to t_k to, b_ don't want to burden someone _Ise w_h
their problems.

It is not unsual for someone on the_ f_rst ECSTASY trip to go
through an emotional stage. These stages neve_ last long, and in
each p_sons' own way they find (or become) their "Real S_lf".
A_ for the different emotional stages you may go through, remember,
they w_ _s. However, if there _ any bad emot_ns tI_ you
have held in, they will usually surface first. Give into them, let
them surface, and get them o_ of yo_ system and then the r_t of
your ECSTASY experience w_ be for all of your emolion_ to surface.

12. ) So, kick back, relax and be prepared lo expe_ience the Ultimate High,
ECSTASY!

Your Friend
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XTC is a non-hallucinogenic psychedelic compound _.hich can induce a state

of profound affinity by opening up the central nervous system at the

heart chakra. The heart circuit is the chakra through which we express

unconditional love, forgiveness, and intra-personal understanding.

When this circuit is opened, people are able to express and feel love

free of expectations and conditions, and to experience acceptance of

• their role in t/le human drama.

Typ£cdlly, ArC _rings u_ u_lexlDress_-C a,,.ot_or_, if an lndlvlcual has a

reservoir of unexpressed negative emotions, these feelings will come up

first. These emotions, (sadness, anger, Jealousy, etc.) if left unexpressed,

create a state of dis-ease which will manifest disease over the long run.

These emotions are meant to be expressed. Surrender. Feel them. Release

your dis-ease. After any unexpressed negative emotions are released,

unexpressed positive emotions will follow.

XTC is an extrospective and intuitive communication tool unlike most of

the introspective psychedelics. It feels good to trip and share with friends.

XTC illuminates the good sides of people and events. It is extremely mild

and gentle relative to othar psych=delics, aund tends not to be. subtractive

of one's normal functions. Unlike other psychedelics, the information

exposed is more easily retrieved and applied after the trip is over. By

opening up just the heart circuit, rather than all of the higher circuits

at once, XTC tends not to overwhelm one with too much information, or with

too many distractions.

XTC provides an experiential demonstration of the power of unconditional

acceptance to heal the human spirit and the human body. This is the way

in which the human organism was designed to operate. Feel this. Know this.

[aarn this. Verl simple. Remember this.

XTC has a narrow effective dosage doorway. If too little is taken, it has

no effect. If too much is taken, it becomes toxic. The correct dosage is

therefore, highly important and does vary slightly between different people.

125 milligrams (i/8 of a gram) ingested orally on an empty stomach is

typically a good dosage, i00 - 150 milligrams is a good dosage range.

If there is food in your stomach, the drug doesn't come on. If too much

is taken, or if the experience is repeated too frequently, headaches,

cramps and acute fatigue afterwards will result. It is a good idea to

0, wait at least a week between trips. 90% of the trip is over Within four

hours. The last 10% takes a full day to pleasantly recede. Make a point

to drink plenty of water during your trip. This helps your body to heal

itself by flushing out accumulated toxins in your tissue.

For maximum beneficial use of this tool-

Prepare your set and setting.
Fast beforehand.

Plan to learn as much as possible.

Plan to heal your body.

Plan to forgive. Especially, plan to fc:glve yourself.
Meditate on this.

Try to retrieve as much as possible.

Trust yourself, and surrender to the experience.

XTC temporarily suspends the programs that direct and shape behavior. During

this suspension, it is possible to choose to change direction and to chart

I a new course for future navigation. Think about it.

It is possible to improve the performance of your central nervous system

and to feel like this more of the time without using XTC.

Choose to evolve-

Celebrate in life-

Create peace-

Good buck.
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Re.C]ec_ons on the Nature & Use of XTC, Part II

XTC has enormous potential as a tool for connec_ng and unifying groups of people. Although
there are encLless possibilities for application of this tool within a group setting, the following guide-
Lines have proven invaluable in terms of creatmg productive sessions. People seem to get higher if the
sessions are directed and organized. We see these guidelines as a point of possible departure, open to
change and interpretation but of enough importance to pass this information along. Create your own
rit_L

A session is organized as the result of one person's derision to host the event. The host invites
b_-iends over and prepares a space _r the session that is clean, atvractive, warm and safe.

"['he participants begin by expressing their hopes, reservations and expections _r the session.

As the effect un_olcis, all participants are encouraged to share their experience and insights with
the group, as an eni_t 7.

Private conversations tend to cLisconnect the group, and should be minLmized.

Shared silence is exquisite.

Having pencils and papers on hand at _ll times allows people to retrieve information for use at a
later time.

Ge._.r',6 toge:her _-_efollowing day for a de-bne.Cing a_er the experience has dissipated is helpful to
b/nd the things learned during t_.e session into normal operating consciousness. We recommen_
doing this.

If the session is successf'ul and the group wishes to get together aga_, a new host volunteers to
provide the space for the next one, and sets a date.

This procedure seems to work best i_ the majority of the paz_cipants are already fami]/ar with the
XTC experience, and f_'st-timers are held to a few.

Pro_sion of the XTC itself works well if all participants bring their own supply to the session a._
much as possible. This relieves the host or any one person from the burden of pro%cling for aLl, and
tends to make the experience more collective and easier to get together For repeats.

As mentioned in Reflections, Part I, it is possible for people to have very dif_cult trips on XTC,
a.[though this occurrence is rare. [n_vidu_Ls most likely to react in this fashion are people witk
strongly supI_'essed negativeemotions who a_ as i_ they aren'thurting when they arehuz't_ng bacUy.
People with rigid persona.Lities and belie_ systems can aJso have c[L_c_ties when their operation_
Founciations dissolve.

Should a negative reaction occur in a group se_a_g, the par_dcipants can best hancTJe the situation
by extending love and compassion to their brother or sister who is in trouble. What does this mean ? I:
means supporting them in feeling whatever they're feeling, even i_ it's negative. On the other side o;
all negative emotions is love. Experience has shown that these people o_en stand to gain the most
from these experiences. The act of releasing themselves allows them to be reborn as more sensitive
and understanding people, i_-used with new v_g0r for life. If possible, try to initiate these people in a.
sma/l, private session rather Lhan a group session, i_ the potenth_.[ Eor cLi_-ic_lty _ be recognLzec
ahead of time. This occurrence is rare, but doesh_q_enand should be considered. It C_n be very intense_

XTC [s a tool _or reaching out" and touching others in soul and spirit. If responsibly used, strong
bonds of unity and love can be _orged tha_ strengthen everyone involved. .

(The above has beengenerated by the PsychedelicEducat-_anCznter(PEC), P.O. Box 7934, Santa Cruz. C._ 9506z.
We'd lave to hear your re_orfs.)

Celebrateinlife,
choose to evolve,

_ create peace.

_
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The National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Informal_ion recognizes the need

for clarifying some of the more complex issues in drug abuse by gathering

the significant research findings on each subject and developing fact sheets

on the problem. These fact sheets, which are part of the Clearinghouse [i_7:/
Report Series, present information about treatment modalities, the pharmacology [5:-ii.I

and chemistry of ",_hevarious drugs of abuse, and opinions and practices of _ii':iill

recognized authorities in ",_hefield. This publication was researched and ....._-_-_-.-...
written by James R. Gamage and E. Lief Zerkin of the Student Association for ...........

the Stud:>" of Hallucinogens (STASH), Beloit, Wisconsin, under Contract No. ==:.:.:.:.:.
HSM- 42- 72- 23 i. _--..

Although MDA, (':Mel]ow Drug of America_), the so-called "love drug," has re-

ceived considerable attention and notoriet 3, on the "street, " it has unfortunately

received little attention or recognition in the laboratory. There are numerous

gaps in our knowledge about this drug and i_s effects. A review of the limited

informa_on now available can only suggest the potential benefits and dangers of

MDA; no conclusions can be made.

History, Chemistry and Pharmacology .=...

MDA (3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine) was -first synthesized in the 1930's and :-:..:-
is chemically related to bo'dn mescaline and a_mphetamine. Several "psychotomi- -:G!

metic amphetamines" have been developed by the addition of various substances -:-:";::_

to the phenyl ring of the basic amphetamine molecule. These substances, which _-:_i:i

vary in hallucinogenic activity, include MDA, DOM (STP), MMDA, and TMA. :J-iii_i:i

MDA is classified as an hallucinogen; however, some investigators have found .....

the drug to possess scme stimulant and miner sympathomimetic properties, ii.:::

O Cook and Fellows (1962) hypothesized that because of its structtu'al similea-ity ::/:;to amphetamine MDA possessed a favorable duerapeutic index as an anoretic ::.::

(appetite suppressant). However, in cli_/cal. _-ials obese patients receiving :--...
_=-:.



oral doses of MDA up to 120 milligrams (mg.) daily only experienced unpleasant

central nervous system effects without the anticipated loss of appetite. Mann and• Quastel (1940) found methylenedioxyamphetamine (MDA), like amphetamine, to be
...... an aci_ve inhibitor of monoamine oxidase (MAO).

Studies by Gunn et al. (1939) determined the minimum lethal dose in mice by intra- ,.......
peritoneal (i.p .) injection to be 120 milligranLs per kilogram (mg./kg.) . in a more '_!:3_-".!"
recent study, Richards and Borgstedt (1971) determined an LD-50 (i.e., that dose F--:-

which kills 50 percent of an animal population) in mice to be 75 mg./kg, following .....

i.p. administration. However, since only six mice were used in their study, the _-:=.:?:

results can only be considered preliminary. [_iiil

PhysiologicalEffects _i!
-_.

In the first human investiEation with MDA, Leman et al. (1941) administered the i.-:-i2

drug in an unspecified dosage to a single patient with Parkinson's disease. An _{i::
increase in muscular rigidity was observed. Beniecki and Muszynski (1953) }i}i}il

noted that MDA produced a marked stimulatory effecton the respiratory centers ::-:::

similar to that exhibited by tD_pical analeptic agents (stimulant drugs). In a study :::::
of spontaneous electrical ac_vity in the brain of the unanesthetized cat, Fairchild [_::_::

et al. (1967) found MDA to possess more potent hallucinogenic activity than mesca- .....

line at equal doses. This appears consistentwiUh the findings of Alles (!959)who ;:(
expe__enced hallucinogenic phenomena with MDA at a dose four to five times less

z-_ than would be required with mescaline.

The onlyvisiblephysicaleffectseen consistently inhumans receivingMDA is _-:'
mydriasis (dilated pupils). ::::::

F.v.

tf :,:_:))

Psychological Effects

Naranjo, Shulgin and Sargent (1967) administered MDA orally to eight volunteers

in a supportive clinical setting. All eight had previously experienced the effects

of LSD under comparable conditions. Four of the eight volunteers received 150 rag.

of the drug individually; one married couple had each partner receiving 150 rag.;
and another married couple had each partner receiving 40 rag. with one partner

being given an additional 40 rag. after the first hour. Effects of the drug were
noted between 40 and 60 rrinutes following ingestion by all eight subjects. The [:,

subjective effects peaked at the end of 1½ hours, and the effects persisted for :i:
approximately8 hours.....

changes in affective mood and mild depersonMization," as well as visual distor-

tion, none of the eight subjects reported hallucinations,perceptual distortions,or F-?;"

closed-eye imagery, allofwhich are common reactions to LSD, psilocybin or :...

ii

_o .
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mescaline. Yet these investigators have reported a si_Ala_--it}, between MDA and LSD. ......
I:_:-:

+.++,+o._
creased perceptions of self-insight, and heightened empathy with others during

_e ex_-perience. Most of the subjects _so reported an increased sense of aesthetic

enjoyment at some point during the intoxication. In addition, seven of the eight
subjects reported that music was perceived with "three-dimensionalty," as is often l.__.....

reported with other hallucinogens, i.--1_"

Both married women exhibited amnesia for some episodes in.the sessions. However, _-'_-_:

the amnesia appeared to be temporary; and with the assistance of a therapist, most _-_::

of the session could be recalled a few days later. _-_

Na.ranjo, Shulgin and Sargent (1967) concluded that MDA, to a certain extent, is in

a class by itself and suggested investigating the possihilit3- (since the drug produces

an "inward, talky experience") that it might be of value in the facilitation of psycho- __=_
therapy. In some initialobservations of patientswith psychoneurotic symptoms _--_-_i

receiving MDA, the authors found a 50 percent frequency ef spontaneous reminds- [-'_--_-_

cence of childhood events with almost no symbolic con_ent, and without the aesthetic i!_--:-_---._

or mystical overtones that are so characteristic of mos_ h-=.l!ucinogens. In many of :--:-

"_hesubjects there was a type of amnesia, similar to thatseen following emergence ,i.-:_!-_--.

from a hypnotic trance aftertheir experience with k'Dk. Delirium was experienced ,-7=::_" I....

by two of the thirty patients, and in one there was erratic behavior, none of which i<:::::

was remembered afterwards. The experience was notable for the absence of visual i_-
distortionsandcoloreffects.

©'
:-.-,, ..

Sub iective Effects I;::::
I :.:.V_:.

in genera1, MDA produces a sense of physic%l well being _ith heightened tactile i:--_-:-?-
t:t-._-y.-

sensations. The MDA experience is usually devoid of ;-isu_ and auditory distor- IL_:

dons which mark the LSD experience. People under the in_uence of MDA often i/-_i

fOCUS on interpersonal relationshipsranddemonstrate __noverwhelming desire or _!
need to be with and tall<to other peoDie. The most often reDorted unpleasant side ......

effectsare periodic tensing of muscles in dne neck, tightening of the jaw and grind- ',i"-_
ing of the back teeth. =_:_-.

I -L+2 +

Alles (1959) reported:

To evaluate the effects of 3,4-methy!enedioxyamphemmine, ! took _-i

0.4 m E ./kg. of the hydroch!oride by mouth. This was a _otal :_!_-i_:i

dosage of 36 mg. During the following 2 hours, I observed no :-_-:--:__
no_ceable change in blood pressure or heart rate, and, subjectively,

I felt nothing comparable to the effects of amphetavJne within the same

period of time. Consequently, I raised the dosage and proceeded to
take, after 2 hours, a dosage of 1 mg./kg., or a tc.a_ o-."90 rag. addi-

tionally. Within a few minutes, I realized that a nc_.able subjective

4 O ' I :=:| -:;:
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response was going to result; I began to feel different quite .=--_::.::::

O promptly... :i.::/:"

Fogy-fiveminut  ter theseconddosageofthemethylenedio y-
.... _mphetamine salt, when I was seated in a room by myself• not .......

smoking and where there was no possible source of smoke rings, _=:=-;:-:-::-

an abundance of curling gray smoke rings was readily observed =..:_.:..!!.:

in the environment whenever a relaxed approach to subjective .-_:-
obse__vation was used... _!_:._:.=

I found that now• too, I had a qualitatively different sensation in ,:-;:::.

my finger tips. Then, as I tried stronger stimulation of the finger f_!i:i;i.-t-_:_.
ends• I experienced a peculiar phenomenon that I had never noted

before; nor have I noted it since, under.any conditions. If you _:i::

watch as you touch a table top with your finger, you will notice _._:_::
that the time when you hit it• as determined visually, and time _:::
when you feel it are in essential coincidence. However• under _--_

this drug, I found that I first hit the table and then felt it; the _:;:.::
feeling was a very definitely delayed phenomenon. ":::

-:::::_'.

As published accounts of the subjective effects of MDA are scarce, several individ- :v:

uals were interviewed who had taken the drug on one or more occasions with ::y.

friends in non-clinical settings. The MDA experience was variously described as -::....

"a very pleasant body high," "more sensual than cerebral," and "much more :==.....

_ empathic than inward. " One individual described his experience as follows: --

While under MDA I felt in complete control. There was no sense --:-::-:

of loss of control as with other drugs such as acid (LSD). The !/::

predicament of surrendering to the drug's effects never pre- "_-:::".:

sented itself. I felt incredibly in touch with my own feelings ::_:i:.:.:::_

and those of others for the first time in many years. Following "-!:i:::":!
the experience I found myself "rinsed out" and totally energized :-' •

both physically and emotionally for the next few days. :--: :
::_--.:::-.-

ii
Patterns of Use _.,,..

MDA is produced illicitly and may appear in liquid form or as a powder (usually

white) placed in a capsule or pressed into a tablet. The drug is usually taken
orally, although it is occasionally "snorted" through the nose or injected intra- _-(:ii--i-

venously. As with all street drugs, the dosage and quality of MDA varies greatly.
Upon chemical analysis MDA has been found to be adulterated or "cut," with :::::_:

amphetamine, cocaine, LSD, and atropine. Often alleged "MDA" is found to contain .........

a combination of LSD and amphetamine which results in an LSD experience for the

first 6 to 8 hours followed by persistent amphetamine-like effects (e. g., restless-
hess, inabilit-y to sleep, anxiety).

5 :?.- :-
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-:::::"

!n general, street doses of MDA range from 100 to 150 rag. per dose. Richards and i:_iii

O ......

rgstedt (1971) reported that the ingestion of 500 mg. of pure MDA resulted in the _K

_ospitalization of three individuals due to physical complications. Meyers et al. _i
(1967/1968) reported the occurrence of one human death in association with the use _Z;

of MdgA in combination with another drug; however, both the dose of MDA and nature E.:_!!
of the other drug were unspecified. :__---<;:

The unpleasant MDA experience ("bad trip"), if it occm's, should be treated the _--,_!::r-.....

same as adverse reactions to other hallucinogens. This involves "talking down" the ---::--:

individual in a warm, non-threatening environment by an empathetic person who is _:

capable of conveying the individual to hospital facilities should it be required.

stance under the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970.

illegal possession of MDA could result in a sentence of a term of imprisonment for L_-:

not more than one year, a fine of not more than $5,000 or both A conviction for !::i-::.

illicitmanufacture or sale could resultin a sentence of a term of imprisonment for [::(:.:._:.7

not more than five years, a fineof not more than $15,000, or both. Subsequent con- -::T!i

victions would result in increased penalties, _:::.-.-

Comment O _:

It is puzzling that so little is actually known about MDA considering the drug has _::i::_:

sparked interest both on the street and in the laboratory: i:-_:_-

Itis difficultto predict a future of the psychotomi_e_Ac amphora- }j-"::::_

mines in general although MDA or methylenedioxy-amphetamine :_i:-iii.
may potentially, at least, be the most important in *.he future. __}?:::

In April, 1970, an article in the Berkeley Barb, entit./ed "How to _::_5::"-
Turn Speed to Love," described h[DA "as the new love drug _ii/
which had been getting rave reviews in the Diggers Chamber of
Commerce,"

--David E. Smith, M.D. (1969) _::,.
::::: :

£i-b::--

On the whole jud_ng from the Previous reports end from the _-=::-:-' " Z-::!:
results of the studies here, the effects of MDA appear to be sui _.............

generis: it affects the feelings in a way which is comparable to :..............

that observed withhallucinogens, but it does not bring about '-_::::_

the perceptual phenomena, depersonalization, or disturbances "-:!-_"......

of thought which characterize those substances. Further, there ::1."::::_::.



,r

- ' is little evidence of the peripheral sympathomimetic effects of _:_:::i:i--

amphetamir_e. It is suggested therefore that this compound may _(:_._:_be of value in the facilitation of psychotherapy, by virtue of its _))_:i
ability to enhance access to feelings and emotions without the i:.-_::k:
distractions of sensory distortion. -_=:=:.

--Claudio Naranjo, M.D. et al. (1967) ......_-::.::
..-==:..: :::

r".....

• "..---.".L L'.

However, as this drug continues to be used, we need to know more: i:-.'::.i-::;

Insofar as physical effects at high doses are concerned, we know !i _

very little. There are no accurate studies available of high dosage
users of _A. Although many other psychedelic agents are known
to have been consumed in huge quantities, few, if any, deaths have

been proven to have occurred as a result of their toxic effects on the N.,.:.
body. The newspapers have frequently" referred to deaths of this ._--:...

kind as being due to MDA, but this has not yet been proven. Research .-:::!::
into the physical effects of MDA, including its tc:dcity at high doses, _.-:.__-.:
is needed. -:--"-

°_ .....

--Robert N. R/chards, M.D. (1971) _:;=....
:ll.:Y
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"--'_..-. -. "_" - -_ .... ":" "'"":-._-.-:'C:-"-"_'......:L'-'_"i- _:_-_"--:_'---......... .._-
CH.ARG]_S ° ..:.... __ ............_--=_o.,_..... _rez'_ ....... _.. .

" r__ _ - . -- ItshmMbenctedtlmt,intheMDA ]msbeenjudgedbY the - _ "-: _:-;.:-/i..-_=__ -caseafMDA, tlmsymheticis
federalgovernmenttobe a . ...." --....... _'"--_'• - ...."...._ :-: _-="-_.:_ moreb,___tlmathemm,-_.

tm ,",, ,_'=--7 "'v",=--,w'Ue'L"e-'_"_"a''Le'---'-_ ,_-:,.:-:_: .Nutmeg and mince do have
no

,mie_ __ve_
vahm. It is a Schedule l con- - . _......bat the__ aredireTHELOVEDRUG, ..:•. enough to make these poor

SPEED •Nam_ warns _ M33A is _
ous/n_ryf_xn},_o_do_s of Medlcaladviceby DavidF..Smith,M-IXW=;i.txmby. toxicto certainindividuals.
MDA, batthereportedinci- DavidF..Smithand l_c_:Seymour,WtheB_dght-Ashbury "I_I toxicsymptmns =re
den_have,.alanbeentheresuR FreeMed/calCl/miaThe authorsdonot_t_ theuse sldn_ _ sweat.
of an interaction of mu._ple ...... . . of any psycho_tive sul_=n¢_ .... _ ' i_g m"kszffttsion.Some of the
drugs,orw_e,--=-=,,_ byoCher . morese=iouscasesr_,dmd in
_cessold asMDA onthe
,-m_ ,.,_=d_:_ I I apb=_ =,_. in=m c_.., dmth.
MDAandsever'_of_dose kn_=touSm-e:MDA, MM_A, _t.,_z_=_-_,-_(c_,_ ic_saresult o_ek-v_ blood

analogues, inc_,_ MMDA IX)M, DOET, TMA, DMAand spoon_ ]_L_) bare cm- pressure and effects on the
andMDMA, are_ex DMMDA All oftheseare_ cluded that MDA produces brain assorted with hi_r
pe_iendnganupsurgein sm_ lar in chemical structure and _eelingsofaesthetic d,d_, doseso_MDA
popularity They're used in ddect They differ mostly in _np_y, serenity,_
Brazil as XTCor Ecstasyand dosageand dur_on d effect and sd_zw_eness, without FIRST-AID
here as ADAM For example, MDA dosageis pero_,_]_,-ges,lossofco_
MI)A belongstoacategory 100m 150m_o_ms anddura- fro]_ d_:,er-_o_1_=_on;and Ifsuch problems develop,

ofdrugsknow_ aspsTchoto- tion is _=htto12horn's,wh_e se,_¢to,-_te anxiety_,_ medicalcareisrequired; ami-
mimeticampheexm_es,which DOM (knownonthestreetas ddemivenes_"Theuserac_ hypertensivemedicationand
combine the stimulanteffectsSTl_ispotantatfivemt_-amsallyf_1__hbr_elftobear1_,'_neurologkm/caremay beneces.
ofamphetaminesandthepsy- andcanlastfrom16tomorethanand reliveschildhoode.xpe_ sary.A_c_=ty,panicorparanoid
chedelic effects of drugs l_e 24 _ . W_ the latter,_hed- ences=f_ ;,,,,,_y, wh_ reactions can usury beban-

rnescaline.LargedosesofMDA_ctsofahighdosecznlastso multzneor,_s]Trex:_m_awm'e dledby_inasup-
elevate heart rate and blood long, ebb_-g and mtumi_, the of his present self and present portiveenvironme_t._on-
pressure, and can cm_se an ir- user may think that"the)-wRl rea]ky.."s Rib/, sedative medication such
regularheartbeatIndividualneverend. MDA znd !V[MI)Ashowed _ V_=_® _ m_m_d_L
caseshavebeenreportedo_ce- MDA and its_r=1oguesare greatpromiseasanadjuna m Antipsy_ot/cmedicationis
re.brzlaneurysmorstrokeoc- synthetic,butralatedm sa_role,psyci_-apy _nemen_ver,_--notneededunlessaprolonged !

after h/gh-dose MDA wh/ch iscontained in off_sas- sear_ c_-n_ outinthelate psychoticreactionoccurs.This [cm-ring
ingestion (asa consequenceof safi-_andoflofc_nphor, mdis '60sa:_de#_l) 7(_--mostvaxm usuaIlylmppensonlyinindivid- L

the elevated blood pressure), the psychoactive agent _ nut- ine_fly,by._oNaranjoS_m¢l uals who have mmjor tmderly-
butinthesecasesthevictims meg andmace.Theya-epro- A/exznd_"T.ShulgimvInthe ingpsychologicalproblems
have been predisposed to stroke dncedbymodifyingthemajor mid "70s,wifl:NfDA_sindu.skm l:m°r t° _lr'_Z ]V[DA"In these
because ofpreviouscerebral psychoactive components of asa ScheduleI"narcotic,"re-, rarec_ses, prolonged psychia-
aneurysmorcong,_c_Id_ectnutmegand mace intotheir _ont:hemethoxylatedam- _iccaremay beneedecl.
o_thebloodvesselsinthe_R/n. =rinSes.MDAhasbeen on the ph_cznetoa_ REEERENCES
Inwomen,MI)A may acth_a _ since1967,when itfirst _Grinspoon,Lester,M.D.,rand
latentin_ectionsorotherprob- zppearedintheHaight-A_1_n'yHAZ:LR.DS AND Bal_l_,JamesB.,Psychedelic
l.emso_thegeni_ct. = drug culture: LIABILITIES Dr_s _ BasicBooks,

Astcpsychologicalwxidty-- Descriptions of MDA's ef- As is u-he w_ all psycheder_ Inc.,Ne_York, 1979.
'Well,_, M.D.,TheMor.

some people can suffer panic fects tend to sound k_e the ful- drugs,_v'_ywithexpec- _ofSw_a_dMoo_.Aqu_for
reactionsor_adtrips,"aswith_Imentofapsychedelicuser's mtionandse::ing.MI)A_snm .m_i._o._._. Houghton
othe_psychedelicdrugs;and emmsy.Usershav_rzportedthethesor_ofdrugtobetakenw_th MifflinCompan,v,Boston,1980.
some usersmistakethe in- cruetasawarm glowspread- alcoholand downersatw'3d SMeye_ F/-I.,Rose,A.J.,Smith,
creasedheartratefora heart _ngthrough_eirbodies,fol- par6e_ks_ch'ainener_y, D.E.,=IncidentsInvolvingthe
attack, thus developing"car- k_wed by a sense ofphysical leavin_onetiredand slu_._. HaJght-AshburyPopulation andSomeUncommon}yUsed Drugs,
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